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Subject: Urn, this packet is about clothes, fashion, and style. It's about 25/75 academic/TRASH.
Tossups

1. The designer Mainbocher designed her wedding dress and claimed she was the inspiration for
his "wasp waist" of the 1930s. She coined the phrase "you can never be too rich or too thin." (*)
Widely despised, especially by her in-laws, she was accused of being gay, sadistic, a prostitute, or a
Nazi agent. She was responsible for a unique event in modern British royal history, although Prince
Charles may have to rereat it, if he wants to marry his mistress. FTP, name this American, whom
divorcee Edward the 81 abdicated the royal throne for.
Answer: Wallis Simpson (prompt on Duchess of Windsor)
2. After years of protests over working conditions in their factories, in 2004 they issued a social
responsibility report, which spends several paragraphs avoiding answering the question "Are
your clothes made in sweatshops?" (*) Their current "How do you wear it?" ad campaign features
Jessica Alba and Sarah Jessica Parker wearing their jeans. FTP, name this clothing chain that also owns
Banana Republic and Old Navy.
Answer: the GAP
3. Members of this movement felt that all classes were equal and shouldn't be segregated by
fashion. At the time a member was described as someone who didn't go about "perfumed,
powdered, or smartly booted" (*) but instead kept his saber sharp to cut off the ears of all enemies of
the revolution. They largely disappeared after the fall of the Jacobins by 1795. FTP, name this French
movement named for members who wore long pants instead of knee breeches.
Answer: Sans-culottes
4. When returning to the fashion industry in the 1950s, she was reviled for being a Nazi
sympathizer, but her clothes were just too darn stylish to reject for long. (*) She created the idea of
the "little black dress." Her label's logo is formed by her linked initials. The label she founded is now
run by Karl Lagerfeld. FTP, name the woman famous for creating a classic perfume on her fifth try.
Answer: Coco Chanel
5. One Sam Browne. A pair of Strathcona boots. A "Boss of the Plains" Stetson. One white
lanyard and pair of regulation brown gloves. (*) One standard issue .38 revolver. One pair of goofy
black jodhpurs with a yellow stripe and a big ass red coat. This describes, FTP, the uniform of what
North American officer of the peace?
Answer: Mounties (or) Royal Canadian Mounted ~olice
6. Despite the term's connotation, the first one was a man. The term originated in 18 th century
England, when a group of independent minded society women decided to have literary meetings
(*) instead of playing cards and gossiping. The name is said to derive from the informal attire of the
members. This is-FTP-what colorful and derogatory term for an intellectual woman?
Answer: bluestocking

7. He bemoans having to step in the club wearing the same pair of Lugz and having to wear the
same damn Nike Air hat. He also claimed to have hit Pamela Anderson (*) so hard that he knocked
her clothes backwards like Kris Kross. He described Insane Clown Posse as two females in make up
and fake nails, criticizing them for claiming to be from Detroit, like him. This is FTP what star of 8
Mile?
Answer: Eminem or Marshall Mathers, III
8. During this period, someone whose trousers were too narrow might have them cut right off.
Cotton cloth consumption was rationed, but you wouldn't want to wear anything too fancy
anyways (*), lest you be "sent down" for re-education. The best outfit was a khaki uniform, and the
best accessory was a little red book. FTP, give the name for the "10 years of chaos" in 20 th century
China.
Answer: Cultural Revolution
9. Like Abercrombie & Fitch, it began as a sporting goods emporium and only recently became a
fashion label. They outfitted the Amundsen and Shackleton expeditions to the South Pole. (*) The
creator of this label invented garbadine in 1879. Its perfumes include Touch, London, Weekend, and
Brit. FTP, name this label, best known for its oft-imitated tan plaid.
Answer: Burberry
10. His best friend took ten of his mother's roubles to buy him a clean shirt, a pair oftrousers and
boots, and a new hat. He had been desperately afraid that his unusual hat would give him away
when (*) he committed his wild scheme, but it was really his article about "stepping over blood" that
tipped off the police. He didn't benefit financially from the murder of the old woman, but he was never
really sorry, either. Name FTP the protagonist of Crime & Punishment.
Answer: Raskolnikov
11. Thomas Saint was issued a patent for the first one in 1790. However, his and many others that
followed never actually worked. The first functioning one was invented by a Frenchman in 1830.
(*) The first American to make one didn't follow up on his invention because he was afraid it would
cause massive unemployment, and perhaps because enraged French tailors had burnt down a factory of
the French inventor. Mass production began in the 1850s when Isaac Singer patented FTP what labor
saving device?
Answer: sewing machine

(

12. In a 1984 interview with Undress magazine he stated that if your hair is wrong, your entire
life is wrong, and said his personal style was a mix between Oscar Wilde and James Dean. He told
Melody Maker that "I've always believed that whatever I wear is fashionable (*) and whatever
somebody else wears in unfashionable." In "Our Frank" he threatened to vomit all over someone's
frankly vulgar red pullover. He's probably unlikely to wear fur, since meat is murder. FTP, name this
former lead singer of The Smiths.
Answer: Morrissey
13. Most study guides for this novel loftily state that the boots passed from man to man are a
symbol of solidarity. But maybe Germans just like killer boots? (*) After all the previous owners of
the boots die, it's Paul's turn to wear them. But then he dies too, a month before the war ends. This is
FTP what WW1 novel by Erich Maria Remarque?
Answer: All Quiet on the Western Front

14. A schoolgirl here recently shaved her head to obey the letter if not the spirit of the law.
Although the law in this country supposedly bans all distracting religious symbols for students, (*)
its most controversial effect has been on Muslim girls who can no longer cover their hair at school. It
was the subject of a Google me me in which no matches were found for 'military victories' and 'military
defeats' was suggested instead. FTP, name this country whose capital is the "City of Lights".
Answer: France
15. VH1 chose him as the Best International Designer in 2000. I'm not sure how being Texan
qualifies as international (*), but his influence was undeniable. He transformed the label he's
associated with from near bankruptcy in the 90s to a powerful house admired by Madonna, Bianca
Jagger, and Posh Spice. He left the label in 2004. FTP, name this man who revitalized Gucci.
Answer: Tom Ford
16. This building uses twice as much steel as the Eiffel Tower, and seven Yankee Stadiums would
fit inside. It contains seven nightclubs, fourteen movie theaters, a huge aquarium (*) in the
basement, and a LEGO imagination center. It was built over the Metropolitan Sports Stadium in
Bloomington, and the old home plate is still there, inside Camp Snoopy. Yeah, you could probably buy
some clothes there. FTP name this largest entertainment and retail complex in the United States.
Answer: Mall of America
17. She came under fire in 2002 after doing a photo spread with Delia's clothing catalog when a
newspaper claimed Delia's clothes are made in sweatshops. The Columbian pop artist (*) issued a
statement affirming her support for worker's rights. Although her name is Arabic for 'graceful woman'
her first English album was much more awkward than previous Spanish hits like "Donde Estan Los
Ladrones" and "Ojos Asi". This is FTP what currently-blond performer of "Objection (Tango)" and
"Whenever, Wherever."
Answer: Shakira
18. Magenta means you're into armpits. Kelly green means you'll buy or sell it. Houndstooth
means (*) you like biting. Orange can mean you're up for anything OR you're just looking for now.
Brown lace means you're uncut, not to be confused with brown satin, which means the opposite.
Lavender indicates a drag queen, although you would think that would be obvious. The left pocket is for
tops, and the right is for bottoms, although of course in Europe everything is flip-flopped. This isFTP-what supposed gay code signal?
Answer: hankies
19. Her last movie was "Always" in 1989. She suffered malnutrition during the Nazi occupation of
Netherlands, which may be why she was such a tiny little thing. (*) She studied dance, but at 5'7"
was too tall to be a ballerina. She was costumed by Givenchy for most of her film career, including the
gorgeous white organdy ball gown with black flocking from the tennis court scene in "Sabrina." FTP,
name this timeless fashion icon that played Holly Golightly in Brealifast at Tiffany's.
Answer: Audrey Hepburn
20. New studies suggest that products that do this may cause tongue cancer. It's become one of the
most popular toiletries industries, but actually has nothing to do with health. (*) Methods for doing
this range from a one-dollar tube of substance with peroxide to several hundred dollar laser treatments.
Recently, a headline from The Onion said that the nation's dentists can't make America's [BLANK] any
goddamn [BLANK]er. FTP, this describes what alteration to your mouth?
Answer: tooth whitening

Bonuses
1. Name the celebrity who designs the given line of handbags, FI5P. You'll get 5P if you need
more information.
A. LAMB for LeSportSac
For 5: There is "no doubt" that this woman is fashionable. Get it? Because her band is
called No Doubt. [Gwen Stefani]
B. Samantha Thevasa
For 5: Her handbags are often carried by her, Paris. [Nicky Hilton]

2. Sometimes actresses wear one designer exclusively, in exchange for free clothes. Given an
actress, name who she whores, uh, models for, FTPE:
a. Penelope Cruz [ Ralph Lauren]
b. Maggie Gyllenhall [Miu Miu]
c. Nicole Kidman [Chanel]
3. Give these sewing terms, FTPE:
a. The woven outside edge of fabric that doesn't need to be hemmed. [selvedge]
b. Fabric that is sewn on a 45 degree angle to get a stretchy drape [bias]
c. Temporary stitching used to hold fabric together before seaming [basting]
4. VISUAL BONUS Match the picture of a type of handbag with the right name, F5PE.
[I-Tote, 2-Sling, 3- Baguette, 4-Hobo, 5-Messenger, 6-Clutch]
5. Answer the following about rules of Islamic dress, FTPE:
a. Although this word is often used for a woman's head scarf, it refers to modesty for both
sexes. [Hajib or Hijab]
b. A man's body is to be clothed, from what body part to what body part, 5PE? [Navel to
knee (accept equivalents)]
c. This is a covering that exposes only a woman's eyes and is NOT called for in the
Koran. [Burka (Do not accept 'chador')]
6. Given a description, name the type of high heel shoe, FTPE:
a. This shoe has a pencil thin heel and is favored by Manolo Blahnik [stiletto]
b. These heels are usually onlyl-2 inches high and curve in. Those stupid high-heel flip
flops are a kind of these. [kitten]
c. This shoe has a closed toe and a single strap around the back ofthe foot. [slingback]
7. Name these women's magazines from a description, FTPE:
a. Their 'Fashion Don'ts' page features photos of random fashion victims with black bars
over their eyes [Glamour]
b. Regular features include Ask the Editor's Mom, Knockoffs Suck, Sex Sex Sex, and It
Happened to Me [Jane]
c. The editor for the American version of this magazine is Anna Wintour, a famous past
editor was Diana Vreeland [Vogue]

8. They make the homies say 'Ho!' and the girlies wanna scream. Name the character from
Aqua Teen Hunger Force, given a description of what they wear, FTPE:
a. A stained tank top and tight sweat pants [Carl]
b. A purple gown and a see-through helmet [Dr. Weird]
c. Yellow gloves [Master Shake]
9. The bride wore a white strapless gown and the groomsmen wore sweatsuits that said 'Pimps.'
Classy. Name, FTSNOP:
a. 5P: The Louisiana pop star who recently got married, kind of. [Britney Spears]
b. lOP: Her back up dancer and supposed spouse. [Kevin Federline]
c. 15P: The website that published legal documents indicating the wedding was fake.
[The Smoking Gun]
10. Identify the pop star from the "Lady Marmalade" given a description of her costume, FTPE:
a. She was the only one not wearing a crazy huge wig. [Mya]
b. She's the only one wearing a hat. [Pink]
c. She changes from a purple to a red bustier after knocking over a makeup table.
[Christina Aguilera]
11. 30-20-10, name the woman.
a. She was accused of hypocrisy when she got married in 2000 at age 66.
b. She wore satin ears and a fluffy tail as an undercover Playboy Bunny.
c. She's responsible for all those t-shirts that say "A woman without a man is like a fish
without a bicycle." [Gloria Steinem]
12. Name the Duran Duran song, from sartorial lyrics, FTPE:
a. "The sun slips down bedding heavy behind, the front of your dress all shadowy lined,
the droning engine throbs in time." [The Chaffeur]
b. "Lipstick cherry all over the lens as she's falling, in miles of sharp blue water coming
in where she lies." [Girls on Film]
c. "Gotta take pay the saints 'n sinners, in regulation hats and scarves n' things, walking
in formation down the lane, they carry their cross, make a church bell ring." [New
Religion]
13. Given a foreign word for an article of clothing, give the English equivalent, FTPE:
a. Chapeau [hat]
b. Rock [skirt]
c. Zapatos [shoes]
14. Given information about a make-up wearing rock star, tell me whether I'm referring to David
Bowie, Boy George, or Marilyn Manson, FTPE:
a. His real name is Brian Warner. [Marilyn Manson]
b. He worked for a Florida music magazine where he wrote articles promoting his own
band. [Marilyn Manson]
c. The song "Jump They Say" is about his schizophrenic brother who committed suicide.
[David Bowie]

15. The coolest clothes are the ones you knit yourself. At least that's what the newly revitalized craft
industry would like you to think. Name, FI5PE, these hugely popular books about "hip" knitting.
a. This book by Debbie Stoller inspired knitting clubs around the country with the same rhyming
title. [Stitch n Bitch]
b. Amazon recommends you buy Stitch n Bitch along with this classic by Elizabeth Zimmerman.
It seems to suggest this can be a sorrowful hobby. [Knitting Without Tears]
16. Identify the manmade fabric from a description, FTPE:
a. This fabric can snap back when stretched to many times its length and breadth and is very
resistant to washing and perspiration. Think leotards. [spandex]
b. This material is five times stronger than steel of a similar and was invented by Stephanie
Kwolek for DuPont. Think cops. [kevlar]
c. This trademarked fabric that resists water was invented in 1989. Think sporty little
windbreakers from L.L. Bean. [Gore-tex]
17. Name these fashion trends that are so six months ago, FTPE. (The question writer apologizes to
anyone in the room rocking these looks.)
a. Any frat guy can rock a cockeyed baseball cap, but to truly look like a tryhard you have to
wear a cockeyed baseball cap from this skater brand. [Von Dutch]
b. This insanely popular fad for bags and shirts helps people guess what your name is. [Initials
or Monograms]
c. Most sensible people would buy the cheaper Emu brand, but the fashionistas wearing these
tan Australian boots would only wear the original kind, also a three-letter word. [!Igg]
18.30-20-10, identify the woman
a. Ironically, the outfit she's associated with bears her husband's name. She omitted 'obey' from
her wedding vows when she married him.
b. Although she lived in Seneca Falls, she was not an active participant at the convention on
women's rights held there.
c. She advocated less restrictive clothing and the knee length undergarments that bear her name.
[Amelia Bloomer]
19. Name these celebrities with progressively shorter haircuts, FTPE:
a. Her tv show about a college girl in New York died after she cut off her long curly hair. [Keri
Russel]
b. He successfully shed his boy band image after shaving off his white boy afro. [Justin
Timberlake]
c. This soul singer surprised concert goers by revealing that under her enormous headwrap she
was completely bald. [Erykah Badu]
20. Given an acronym, identify the union of clothing makers, FI5PE:
a. ACWA [Amalgated Clothing Workers of America]
b. UNITE [Union of Needle trades, Textiles and Industrial Employees]
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